Doing Digital History 2014, #2

A Twitter archive of the conversations around the NEH-ODH Doing Digital History Institute hosted by RRCHNM at George Mason University, Aug 4-15, 2014. Part Two, covering Week Two.

by robertss87 @robertss87
Historians at the game after #doingdh14

6:46 PM - 15 Aug 2014
at a Nats game after #doingdh14 w/Ella, Diane, Jonathan, and Doug
6:43 PM - 15 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES
#doingdh14 has been fantastic. Many thanks to @sleonchnm @sherah1918 and the CHNM crew.

5:46 PM - 15 Aug 2014

The cake is sinfully delicious. So this is why they call it devil's food! #doingdh14

2:47 PM - 15 Aug 2014

As an "emerging" historian, I've enjoyed watching and listening as all of you engage your institutions/the discipline/the digital #doingdh14

2:32 PM - 15 Aug 2014
Looking forward to a #doingdh14 reunion at the SHA in November. Where/when to meet in Atlanta?
2:22 PM - 15 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 participants: consider attending the SAWH Breakfast thesawah.org/sawah-conference...
2:21 PM - 15 Aug 2014

3 FAVORITES

After dinner tonight let's meet for farewell drinks at 9 pm. Mussel Bar and Grille on Glebe near Holiday Inn. Huge beer/wine list #doingdh14
2:10 PM - 15 Aug 2014
@sleonchnm "The things we did these two weeks are not going away." history2014.com/doingdh.org/sc… #doingdh14
2:05 PM - 15 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 4 FAVORITES

*Becoming part of a community is just as important as learning new digital skills. This group is tops! #doingdh14 Thanks to @chnm & @NEH_ODH*
2:04 PM - 15 Aug 2014

2 RETWEETS 5 FAVORITES

#DoingDH14 Confusion, rather than certainty, helps people learn--see chronicle.com/article/Confus…
2:02 PM - 15 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET
Thank you @sherah1918 and @sleonchnm for making me more comfortable with feeling uncomfortable when learning new technologies. #doingdh14

2:02 PM - 15 Aug 2014

@sleonchnm reminds us that ALL, beginner or advanced, can’t remember everything. http://history2014 is permanent resource. #doingdh14

2:02 PM - 15 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14--@enthistprof Sum ups--overwhelming sea of possibilities, but at least I know the waves.

2:00 PM - 15 Aug 2014
@sherah1918 Reminds of us our 1st day anxieties. keeping up, starting at ground zero, not retaining. Takeaway: keep learning #doingdh14

2:00 PM - 15 Aug 2014

@HistoryCounts

#doingdh14 build in uncompromised time to tinker for digital history

1:47 PM - 15 Aug 2014

2 RETWEETS 3 FAVORITES

@avondaleav

So proud of our new digital ambassadors! #doingdh14

1:23 PM - 15 Aug 2014

3 FAVORITES

@sherah1918
"I feel so empowered now." #doingdh14
1:20 PM - 15 Aug 2014

Here we go with our next-step lightening talks! #doingdh14
1:15 PM - 15 Aug 2014

now we're onto our #doingdh14 lightning talks. leading off, @nancybeckyoung!
1:14 PM - 15 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 @RichBondHist proposing that we discuss the field of #DH but as neophytes.  
1:05 PM - 15 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 Celebration!  
12:11 PM - 15 Aug 2014
Thanks everyone for the #doingdh14 love:

12:11 PM - 15 Aug 2014

3 FAVORITES

#DoingDH14 great overview of @pressfwd by @westcottchnm-- great tool for handing multiple RSS feeds (say from student blogs).

12:09 PM - 15 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Grateful that I belong to a very open, generous, and creative scholarly community. We choose to ignore some questions! #doingdh14 @ncph

12:08 PM - 15 Aug 2014

Just loaded the @pressfwd plugin to my new course site. #doingdh14 #thisjustmightwork

12:04 PM - 15 Aug 2014

While it's not DH-related, I happen to be hooked on instapaper.com for saving stuff to read later. #doingdh14

12:04 PM - 15 Aug 2014
@sherah1918 @pressfwd Can you have more than one feed on a blog? For ex., a class blog feed & separate DH blog feed? #doingdh14
11:54 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918

Don't forget to volunteer to be an editor-at-large for @dhnow, digitalhumanitiesnow.org/editors-corner… #doingdh14
11:54 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918

I really like @pressfwd lets you write on your site. Then posts pulled into 1 central place that then sends readers back to you. #doingdh14
11:53 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Reminder that we're using @pressfwd plugin to pull in all of your #doingdh14 blog posts, history2014.doingdh.org/category/parpo...


NC DOCKS institutional repository for the North Carolina folks #doingdh14 libres.uncg.edu/ir/

11:47 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Here is info about the Texas Digital Humanities Consortium,
digitalscholarship.wordpress.com/2014/04/23/cre... #doingdh14 @HistoryCounts @klkossie @nancybeckyoung
11:46 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Creating the Texas Digital Humanities Consortium
At the Inaugural Texas Digital Humanities Consortium Conference (TXDHC) on April 12, Elijah Meeks suggested that “interloping, more than computational approaches or the digital broadly construed as...”

Sample author addendum to contracts re: Institutional Repository #doingdh14 sparc.arl.org/resources/auth...
11:43 AM - 15 Aug 2014
@juliakbrock I think it's important to show that there are options & sometimes you need to take chances. I've been very lucky. #doingdh14
11:41 AM - 15 Aug 2014

@sherah1918 You rec'd an award AND had no prob w/ contract. Fabu and reassuring for those who are afeared. #doingdh14
11:38 AM - 15 Aug 2014

"Peer review," from scholarly & "non-scholarly" communities, is built in to PH work---formative & summative evals. #doingdh14
11:24 AM - 15 Aug 2014
@RichBondHist Always about context and audience. As community-based public historian, I may calculate excellence differently #doingdh14
11:18 AM - 15 Aug 2014

really enjoying listening to senior scholars discuss perspectives re: academic review processes--learning a lot! #doingdh14
11:12 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Relative status of presses is a problem for public history educators who might want to publish with less "elite" presses. #doingdh14
11:09 AM - 15 Aug 2014
I was once scolded for saying out loud that I do not consider "legitimacy"(elite-ness?) when making decisions about my work #doingdh14
11:06 AM - 15 Aug 2014

I share my gray lit and research on my blog and track page views, links to it, so I offer my own stats. #doingdh14
11:05 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Underlying conversation about scholarly publishing are some real questions about how we calculate legitimacy and why that matters #doingdh14
11:03 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Added more references on our schedule, that is. history2014.doingdh.org/schedule/week-...
#doingdh14
11:02 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Added more research on impact and reach of open access, incl great article by @melissaterras
journalofdigitalhumanities.org/1-3/the-impact...
#doingdh14
11:01 AM - 15 Aug 2014

@sherah1918 embarrassing confession: i have made MS Paint mock-ups of what i want my future book cover to look like #motivation #doingdh14
10:48 AM - 15 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
@sherah1918 I got some influence over cover photo but they picked one that was outside book time frame! #doingdh14
10:44 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Ellen Litwicki
@ELitwicki

Provocative post by @robertssw87 on what "counts” as scholarship: Why does medium matter? swroberts.ca/academic/that-… #doingdh14
10:36 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

@SBJenks1 Discipline is not "programmed" to understand post-production, non-anonymous comment as "peer review." This must change. #doingdh14
10:30 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo
I sometimes gripe about font choices, line leading. How much influence do you have over your book's design? #doingdh14
10:28 AM - 15 Aug 2014

@robertssw87 asks why "only text counts" for academic gatekeepers. swroberts.ca/academic/that-… #doingdh14
10:26 AM - 15 Aug 2014

The Collaborators' Bill of Rights, from Off the Tracks, as @sleonchnm mentioned earlier this week:
#doingdh14 mcpress.media-commons.org/offthetracks/p…
10:25 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Reviewers' demand for novelty -- in interpretation, in design, in technical approaches -- is not always useful or appropriate. #doingdh14

10:25 AM - 15 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

#doingdh14 @DDMeringolo in this article, @nowviskie makes some great points about collaboration and credit: nowviskie.org/2011/where-cre...

10:16 AM - 15 Aug 2014

3 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE

Not sure about desire to quantify individual contributions to collaborative projects. Does that de-value collaboration? #doingdh14

10:14 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Interesting that folks in the room said "curriculum" as one of the ways they communicate scholarship. Does that "count" at your U #doingdh14

10:10 AM - 15 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET

#doingdh14 I just made the connection our keynote for Fredonia Teaching & Learning Conf is Cathy Davidson co-founder of HASTAC.

10:09 AM - 15 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

...On the other hand, there is a huge gap between support and recognition. Still stuck in questions of equivalency to old models #doingdh14

10:08 AM - 15 Aug 2014
At the last institute, I wrote this during our final day about scholarship: swroberts.ca/academic/that-

On the one hand, I find support growing for "non-traditional" forms of scholarly communication...

#doingdh14

#doingdh14 is discussing the merits of US Society of Intellectual History blog. s-usih.org Lots of fans here.

#USIH
Shifting to digital scholarly communication is more a social/professional problem than a technical one @joanftroyano #doingdh14

9:43 AM - 15 Aug 2014

2 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE

Well-deserved break after?! RT @sherah1918: Last day, #doingdh14

9:56 AM - 15 Aug 2014

How does a blog counts as scholarship? It is easily created and distributed, but there is no pre-publication peer review. #doingdh14

How do you receive scholarly communications? Journals? Do you actually read them? #doingdh14
9:52 AM - 15 Aug 2014

How do historians explain what their scholarship looks like? Is there new language? Please?
#doingdh14
9:51 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Last day, #doingdh14
9:46 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Pleased to have @joanftroyano and @westcottchnm at #doingdh14 today to talk about scholarly communications.

9:46 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Key sign it's the last day of #doingdh14: I forgot my laptop. Oops.

9:44 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Shifting to digital scholarly communication is more a social/professional problem than a technical one @joanftroyano #doingdh14

9:43 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Just so people know, I miss the crowd and conversations at #doingdh14. My eight days present were great!

9:42 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Spencer Roberts
@robertssw87

Is anyone writing about digital memorial collections? If not, DIBS! #doingdh14

9:17 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Will discuss the book "Planned Obsolescence" by Kathleen Fitzpatrick this morning. Looking forward to hearing what people think. #doingdh14

9:16 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts
Ridiculously proud of myself for having just established a second domain and installed WordPress. Without hand holding. #doingdh14 #humorme

9:10 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Cool! Univ. of Mary Washington offers an interdisciplinary minor in digital studies cas.umw.edu/dgst/ (via @DDMeringolo at #doingdh14)

9:02 AM - 15 Aug 2014

last day of #doingdh14, then, drive back to illinois!

9:01 AM - 15 Aug 2014
Yesterday I had 6 hours to make my point (#doingdh14), today I have 6 minutes. (#saa14) The second is much harder....

8:47 AM - 15 Aug 2014

Hey @jmcclurken, Thanks for a great day yesterday -- especially when you've got so much other stuff going on. #doingdh14

7:35 AM - 15 Aug 2014

@ProgHist @HistorianOnFire @chnm I'm excited to watch the tweets coming out of this. #doingdh14

2:50 AM - 15 Aug 2014
We’re tuning in to #doingdh14 at @chnm this week, watching as historians learn about digital methods! history2014.doingdh.org

1:09 PM - 12 Aug 2014

My 3 "deliverables" 1. Add DH to fall Af Am survey 2. Workshop my dept. historians 3. Ask Dean to add digital hist to curriculum  #doingdh14

8:32 PM - 14 Aug 2014

Apparently it's cap night at the Washington Nationals game tomorrow night. #doingdh14 #HintHintHint

8:32 PM - 14 Aug 2014
Bringing another quart of cherry tomatoes from the garden to #doingdh14 tomorrow.
8:04 PM - 14 Aug 2014

From @jmcclurken: Take risks. Have your students take risks. Don't reinvent the wheel.
#digitalpedagogy  #doingdh14
4:03 PM - 14 Aug 2014

We need to plan some #doingdh14 conference reunions. Who's up for drinks at SHA?
7:28 PM - 14 Aug 2014
thanks to @jmclurken for an edifying, clear, and inspiring workshop on teaching digital history. 
#doingdh14
3:59 PM - 14 Aug 2014

Thanks so much @jmclurken for really great teaching, facilitation, encouragement, & resource sharing today! #doingdh14
3:59 PM - 14 Aug 2014

#saa14 #ssarao At the Faculty Outreach working group on of @RAOArchivists . Once again worlds colliding with #doingdh14.
3:51 PM - 14 Aug 2014
"Open Source:" This phrase you keep using. I do not think it means what you think it means.
#mynameisinigomontoya #doingdh14
3:51 PM - 14 Aug 2014

Please consider attending @NCPH 2015 in Nashville or 2016 in Baltimore. We love all forms of history making! #doingdh14
3:48 PM - 14 Aug 2014

Current conversation about conferences/panels at #doingdh14 has me thinking about ways to support digital at @h_sawh conferences
3:46 PM - 14 Aug 2014
You don't necessarily have to run a workshop or show off a finished project to talk about or present digital work. #doingdh14

3:45 PM - 14 Aug 2014

@magpie's great advice on monitoring your digital presence. Google search yourself after logging out or on friend's computer. #doingdh14

3:30 PM - 14 Aug 2014

Hearing about some great ideas our #doingdh14 'ers will do to share this knowledge w/their colleagues, & ways to continue this community.

3:22 PM - 14 Aug 2014
“I’m public history curious” says Andy #doingdh14
3:07 PM - 14 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 RT @freifraufitz: Also wander over to #codeacademy for some achievement unlocking [and not to mention free] projectbased lessons!
1:37 PM - 14 Aug 2014

Place to start learning code: switching between the text and visual editor in WordPress (hello HTML). #doingdh14
2:09 PM - 14 Aug 2014
Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918

Ask appropriate questions if you're collaborating. Don’t ask a CS dept to help with WordPress questions. #doingdh14
2:07 PM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska
@malgorzatar

whoa a corpus of American soap operas! so cool! corpus2.byu.edu/soap/ #doingdh14
2:06 PM - 14 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Baby steps and small changes denisemeringolo.org/teaching-and-l… #doingdh14
1:52 PM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
#doingdh14 RT @freifraufitz: Also wander over to #codeacademy for some achievement unlocking [and not to mention free] projectbased lessons!
1:37 PM - 14 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 Looking to learn more about coding? Try the Women's Coding Collective: thewc.co
1:34 PM - 14 Aug 2014

This is what I meant when I said @ReclaimHosting is revolutionary. - educause.edu/visuals/shared…
#doingdh14 cc @jimgroom @brlamb
1:03 PM - 14 Aug 2014
Every student at UMW establishes his/her own domain to create digital portfolio @DigitalHistUMBC @UMBCHumanities #doingdh14

11:54 AM - 14 Aug 2014

4 FAVORITES

#DoingDH14 apropos of our pedagogy conversation: Confuse Students to Help Them Learn shar.es/1n4ZgM via @chronicle

11:46 AM - 14 Aug 2014

MT @DDMeringolo: "I want you uncomfortable but not paralyzed." Excellent way to express going digital, thanks @jmcclurken #doingdh14

11:29 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Key takeaway: Digital pedagogy involves struggle, messiness. @jmcclurken: "I want you uncomfortable but not paralyzed." #doingdh14

11:29 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring @HistoryCounts

Digital projects require good human relationships (with on- and off-campus partners). #doingdh14 #beinganalog

11:24 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Julia Brock @juliakbrock

Maintaining mutually respectful personal relationships on campus are crucial to moving forward with digital pedagogy - @jmcclurken #doingdh14

11:23 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo
@jmcclurken Link what you're doing to your institution's goals. #doingdh14

11:11 AM - 14 Aug 2014

@jmcclurken says identify sources in advance if you are doing open-ended digital projects with students. Good advice. #doingdh14

11:00 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

I do a lot of pre-semester legwork identifying sources, websites, partners. Wondering how common among "traditional" professors #doingdh14

11:00 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Students have "fluid sense of copyright." Build in coverage of rights and usage issues in class. #doingdh14

@jmclurken advice: "You should consider using students as technology mentors." Built in resource. Buy them lunch, extra credit. #doingdh14

A helpful website for student digital questions? #doingdh14 lmgtfy.com
I am anonymous Liger. #doingdh14 #gopublic #breakforsilly

10:50 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

#DoingDH14 #TeachingDH @jmcclurken Don’t make too much work for yourself if it doesn’t advance the class.

Good advice for ALL classes.

10:49 AM - 14 Aug 2014

And my version of the grad course in theory and practice of DH: 6floors.org/teaching/HIST6...

#doingdh14

10:44 AM - 14 Aug 2014

2 RETWEETS 4 FAVORITES
#DoingDH14 @jmclurken Do not reinvent the wheel. People who teach DH, tend to make their syllabi public, e.g. zotero.org/groups/digital…
10:44 AM - 14 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian

Here is the syllabus from my most recent digital history course: 6floors.org/teaching/HIST3… #doingdh14
10:43 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Sharon Leon @sleonchnm

Thinking about how this #saa14 session on Oral History in the Digl Age & these collections might be of interest to #doingdh14 participants.
10:34 AM - 14 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES
Joy K. Lintelman
@joyhistorian

#doingdh14 one thought for funding student-purchased domains as course requirement: call it a lab fee.

10:30 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts

@jmcclurken offers fantastic inspiring examples of DH courses he taught. Student creativity = WOW.

docs.google.com/document/d/1aH… #doingdh14

10:24 AM - 14 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES

Jonathan Rees
@jhrees

Listening to @jmcclurken is a lot like listening to @jimgroom, who just got name-checked here at #doingdh14.

10:23 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Sharon Leon @sleonchnm

bavatuesdays.com -- Jim Groom’s blog #doingdh14
10:23 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

today in #doingdh14: interesting conversation about evaluating digital work with @jmcclurken. one idea: student-generated rubrics
10:19 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska @malgorzatar

today in #doingdh14: interesting conversation about evaluating digital work with @jmcclurken. one idea: student-generated rubrics
10:19 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 @jmcclurken Students in digital projects have not contested grades--perhaps, in part, b/c they help create the rubric.
10:18 AM - 14 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 @nancybeckyoung 1 possibility w/larger classes is to do the work in-class one day; lecture other.
10:16 AM - 14 Aug 2014

@nomimurphy question about scalability also about need to justify small classes. Departments use PH and DH to raise enrollments #doingdh14
10:17 AM - 14 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 @jmcclurken Shows centuryamerica.org @nomimurphy asks about scalability. JM: how to go up w/out "mooc-afying" is key issue?
10:15 AM - 14 Aug 2014
Video of James Farmer remembering CRM protests, digitized by @jmclurken's students = chilling resonance with #Ferguson today. #doingdh14

10:07 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Powerful commentary by James Farmer on experience of tear gas, police brutality 50 yrs ago. Think #Ferguson
jamesfarmerlectures.umwblogs.org/in-his-own-wor… #doingdh14

10:05 AM - 14 Aug 2014

#Ferguson #JamesFarmer #DoingDH14 A (relevant) voice from the past
jamesfarmerlectures.umwblogs.org/in-his-own-wor…

10:03 AM - 14 Aug 2014
Today at #doingdh14: digital pedagogy with @jmcclurken. So many exciting possibilities, so much to consider. More coffee please.
9:57 AM - 14 Aug 2014

@malgorzatar Thinking the same thing. My school is powered by google, we tend to be directed toward google blogging platforms. #doingdh14
9:55 AM - 14 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 #JeffMcClurken: Good discussion about how to handle and promote group work--issues not unique to digital projects.
9:44 AM - 14 Aug 2014
@nomimurphy @sherah1918 People really seem to like Timeline.JS and there are some good tutorials on Simile Timeline #doingdh14

9:40 AM - 14 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

@nomimurphy @sherah1918 Hmmm... The Dirt Wiki that is linked from the bottom of today’s schedule might have some #doingdh14

9:39 AM - 14 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 #JeffMcClurken: teachdigitally, you have 2 B willing 2 say *you* don't know how 2 use a tool. & then point them someplace- google

9:36 AM - 14 Aug 2014
paraphrasing @jmcclurken: it’s not about learning a tool, it’s about learning how to approach tools and problems #doingdh14

when does the crowd become a mob from @futureofmuseums, very timely to our crowdsourcing discussion #doingdh14
futureofmuseums.blogspot.com/2014/08/thursd...

#DoingDH14 Discussion of whether students need to sign a #FERPA release if you are having them tweet and blog.
#doingdh14 Good discussion about privacy, digital media, and IRB. See ethical imperialism institutionalreviewblog.com
9:13 AM - 14 Aug 2014

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska
@malgorzatar
looking forward to talking about digital pedagogy, among other things I need the motivation to finish my fall syllabi #doingdh14
9:02 AM - 14 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE

Jonathan Rees
@jhrees
It’s digital pedagogy day at #doingdh14 aka @jmcclurken day! Unfortunately, @sleonchnm and @sherah1918 forgot to make a giant banner.
8:51 AM - 14 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE
Links page for the #doingdh14 digital pedagogy workshop today. 
docs.google.com/document/d/1aH...
8:35 AM - 14 Aug 2014

Looking forward to leading today's #doingdh14 digital pedagogy discussion.
7:32 AM - 14 Aug 2014

This is EXACTLY what I've been looking for.
#doingdh14 FTW learningthroughdigitalmedia.net
7:27 PM - 13 Aug 2014
Still mulling over the rich convos from today's #doingdh14 visit. What a great group. Thanks for letting me listen. history2014.doingdh.org

6:28 PM - 13 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES

Thanks so much to @JenServenti for coming to #doingdh14. She is from govt and really is there to help!

4:52 PM - 13 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 This #NEH sponsored report may help you inform your school about what you need for digital history work clir.org/pubs/reports/p…

3:55 PM - 13 Aug 2014
Digital Innovation Fellowships from @ACLS1919
acls.org/programs/digit... #doingdh14
3:46 PM - 13 Aug 2014
4 RETWEETS

Megan Brett
@mupgie

Wonder if this also applies to memorials. RT: How social media makes the grieving process more difficult: slate.me/1oK8q77 #doingdh14
3:59 PM - 13 Aug 2014
3 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

How Social Media Makes the Grieving Process More Difficult
I first learned of Robin Williams’ death on Twitter. On my computer monitor, I saw two “RIP Robin Williams” posts mixed in with all the other tweets. Seconds later, a few more RIPv. Then my Twitter...
Slate @Slate
so nice to see different ways the NEH supports digital history, public history, collaboration. thanks, @JenServenti! #doingdh14

3:56 PM - 13 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14  This #NEH sponsored report may help you inform your school about what you need for digital history work clir.org/pubs/reports/p...

3:55 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Digital Innovation Fellowships from @ACLS1919 acls.org/programs/digit... #doingdh14

3:46 PM - 13 Aug 2014

4 RETWEETS
Match your project to an @NEHgov grant: neh.gov/grants/match-y... #doingdh14
3:40 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Strategy for getting funding (and future funding) for DH projects. "Under-promise and over-deliver" says @sleonchnm #doingdh14
3:36 PM - 13 Aug 2014

When it comes to getting funding, underpromise and overdeliver. #doingdh14
3:35 PM - 13 Aug 2014
#1 reason proposals don’t get funded is because the applicants did not read the instructions. #doingdh14

3:30 PM - 13 Aug 2014

@HistorianOnFire @jmclurken @sleonchnm @sherah1918 Agreed. Sharon & Sheila = sheroes.
#doingdh14

3:29 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Great resource: How to plan and identify funding through grants.
history2014.doingdh.org/project-planni...

3:28 PM - 13 Aug 2014
With outreach for digital history projects, you have to take the long view. @sherah1918 #doingdh14
2:00 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Where emotion collides with history making, it is very difficult to establish critical inquiry as a value #doingdh14
1:59 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Yes @jmcclurken -- @sleonchnm and @sherah1918 have been a fabulous team! Grateful for their expertise, energy, generosity during #doingdh14.
3:27 PM - 13 Aug 2014
thinking a lot about the responsibility that comes with public projects--not only to your collaborators, but esp. to your public #doingdh14

@malgorzatar
3:25 PM - 13 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 project that I mentioned that the Newberry was doing
dcc.newberry.org/collections/…
@cdc29
3:25 PM - 13 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 facebook is not a collecting source.
3:19 PM - 13 Aug 2014
Check out this cool project -- Bracero History Archive. Oral histories and artifacts, 1942-64. braceroarchive.org #doingdh14
3:19 PM - 13 Aug 2014

From @nomimurphy: Prison Public Memory Project = community-sourced, digital, public history/art project. prisonpublicmemory.org/blog/ #doingdh14
3:17 PM - 13 Aug 2014

@nomimurphy directed me toward a community sourcing project online called Prison Public Memory. prisonpublicmemory.org/blog/ #doingdh14
3:11 PM - 13 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES
#DoingDH14 A new site: Museum of Broken Relationships brokenships.com
Crowdsource that.

3:06 PM - 13 Aug 2014

The best community-sourced museum project ever: brokenships.com/en #doingdh14

3:02 PM - 13 Aug 2014

@DDMeringolo Well, I'm glad to know it might be helpful to people! That's why we do this. #doingdh14

2:59 PM - 13 Aug 2014
Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

@robertssw87 Via email by National Council on Public History, Public History News Update, sent only to NCPH members. #doingdh14
2:56 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Spencer Roberts
@robertssw87

@DDMeringolo I didn't catch where you said the spreadsheet article was appearing. Can you point me?
2:45 PM - 13 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 Heated debate/s over marathon.neu.edu/about

But the issues are not unique to this site.
2:08 PM - 13 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE
Takeaway for crowd sourcing: we need to consider what we do as historians and historical method even w/ community participation." #doingdh14

2:08 PM - 13 Aug 2014

@HistoryCounts

The use of the word "Our" is not innocent. How do we inadvertently exert authority and limit participation? #doingdh14

2:07 PM - 13 Aug 2014

@DDMeringolo

I use pieces of this in my public history class: quizover.com/oer/course/the…. #doingdh14

2:03 PM - 13 Aug 2014

@DDMeringolo
With outreach for digital history projects, you have to take the long view. @sherah1918 #doingdh14

2:00 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Kevin P. Murphy
@nomimurphy

Where emotion collides with history making, it is very difficult to establish critical inquiry as a value
#doingdh14

1:59 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Great to watch @sleonchnm and @sherah1918 work as a team to lead the discussion on crowdsourced sites at #doingdh14 this afternoon.

1:58 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Jeff McClurken
@jmcclurken
The trend toward "memorial museums" & museums at memorials has challenged our sense of the past and our understanding of history #doingdh14
1:55 PM - 13 Aug 2014

MT @HistoryCounts #doingdh14
Roy Rosenzweig: "The perfect is the enemy of the good."
It is also the enemy of the done as I tell MA students
1:28 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Roy Rosenzweig: "The perfect is the enemy of the good." We have to make choices about what to community #doingdh14 #doingdh14
5 DAYS AGO
Caroline Merithew
@avondaleav

#doingdh14 folksonomy. brouhaha hashtagging --more great words. and concepts.
1:24 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Caroline Merithew
@avondaleav

#doingdh14 Crowdsourcing: Uniform tagging (e.g. narrow parameters) more useful esp if used in conjunction with folksonomy (folk/loose tags).
1:21 PM - 13 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Free tagging (hash tagging) along with controlled system of tags creates dialogue and can open up new categories for formal tags #doingdh14
1:21 PM - 13 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 I forgot to mention this (hopefully growing) set of lessons from the Geospatial Historian. geospatialhistorian.wordpress.com/lessons/

1:17 PM - 13 Aug 2014

4 RETWEETS 3 FAVORITES

#doingdh14 quote of the day -- "nice looking in a WWI sort of way" operationwardiary.org. More imp. a good crowdsourcing site

1:12 PM - 13 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 2 FAVORITES
Enjoying a little sun before heading back inside. #doingdh14

12:54 PM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Special Sauce for Measuring Food Trends: The Fried Calamari Index

There may be a way to quantify how quickly certain foods make the transition from urban elites to mainstream acceptance.

The New York Times @nytimes

One of my key takeaways from #doingdh14 is that websites, programs, plugins etc. can be cranky and unpredictable without warning. #dhzen

2 FAVORITES
#doingdh14 MT @HistoryCounts "citizen archivist" hasn't caught on yet like "citizen scientist"
I am waiting for "citizen neurosurgeon"
11:53 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring @HistoryCounts

Idea of "citizen archivist" hasn't really caught on yet like "citizen scientist." #doingdh14
11:47 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@HistorianOnFire and @avondaleav Just realized you are both at the same summer institute. Looks like fun! #doingdh14
11:47 AM - 13 Aug 2014
@TobiasHigbie Thanks for pointing us to Sarah Roberts work on digital labor. #doingdh14
11:46 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@Grrl_Herstorian #DoingDH14 #crowdsourcing How would you know about one of these transcription projects: such as archives.gov/citizen-archiv...
11:43 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@maggieyancey Y'all should check out #doingdh14! Great stuff for #Twitterstorians interested in #digitalhumanities. Dip your toe in, the water's nice.
11:41 AM - 13 Aug 2014
Also don't want to skirt convo about activism. Do we identify as activists? Can this work be considered activist work? #doingdh14

10:31 AM - 13 Aug 2014

What is a "citizen historian"? #doingdh14

11:28 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Question of audience: I don't understand how one would even find a transcription project. They have to be looking for it. #doingdh14

11:28 AM - 13 Aug 2014
UMBC Civic Engagement examples explained in a series of videos. 

[Link to video series](umcbreakingground.wordpress.com/2014/08/12/tea. #doingdh14)

10:32 AM - 13 Aug 2014

---

Teaching Power, Globally and Locally

by Dinah Winnick Since BreakingGround’s launch two years ago this month, I’ve had dozens of thought-provoking conversations with faculty and students working together to address real-world problem...

[WordPress.com @wordpressdotcom](https://wordpress.com)
Susanna Lee
@historicallee

Check out Metadata Games for a "fun" way to contribute metadata. #doingdh14
11:01 AM - 13 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

The creation of boundaries is personal and case-by-case #doingdh14
11:00 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Caroline Merithew
@avondaleav

@nomimurphy Just found this yannigroth.com/2014/01/07/sho... #doingdh14
10:59 AM - 13 Aug 2014
There are boundaries we can/should make in civic engagement and public history; topics about which we do not want to debate. #doingdh14

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

@nomimurphy There may be an analogy to the discussion about economic impact of unpaid internships #doingdh14

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Anybody know of any studies on the economic/labor impacts of crowdsourcing? #doingdh14

Kevin P. Murphy
@nomimurphy
@Grrl_Herstorian So is "Veneer" but it doesn't mean the Antiques Roadshow drinking game has to stop!
#doingdh14

10:51 AM - 13 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 #fiddly It is a real word.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/fid...

10:50 AM - 13 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Let's create a #doingdh14 drinking game. Everyone who uses the word "fiddley" owes me a beer.

10:48 AM - 13 Aug 2014
6 FAVORITES
By Mashable @mashable

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDh14 for impressive editing, see IUPUI student who has more than 1 Million edits: mashable.com/2012/04/23/wik…
10:45 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo

Cracking up at myself: didn't even LOOK at the dates of the @wardeptpapers; my interest in WWI veterans is irrelevant. Duh. #doingdh14
10:45 AM - 13 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 here is article from Times about @ScriptoTool and transcribing the War Department nytimes.com/2010/12/28/boo...
10:44 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Documentary editors might shudder at the thought of crowd transcription #doingdh14
10:40 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

Talking about diffs btwn shared authority, crowdsourcing, & community sourcing. Looking at trends from @wardeptpapers #doingdh14
10:39 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET
#DoingDH14 resource: scripto.org

You can ask people to help you with transcription.

10:35 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Our #doingdh14 'ers are doing some great work. Take a look at @RichBondHist using Voyant on the JAH '08 Dhist convo: richardebond.net/digital-histor…

10:35 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Don't take my loud voice personally, when breaks are over. We just have lots of great stuff to discuss at #doingdh14.

10:33 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
@juliakbrock This is at the center of my current research. I'd say there's an activist "edge."
#doingdh14
10:33 AM - 13 Aug 2014
Teaching Power, Globally and Locally

by Dinah Winnick Since BreakingGround's launch two years ago this month, I've had dozens of thought-provoking conversations with faculty and students working together to address real-world problem...
Crowd sourcing implicitly raises questions @ exploited labor. @sleonchnm prefers to call it nerd sourcing or community sourcing. #doingdh14

Also don't want to skirt convo about activism. Do we identify as activists? Can this work be considered activist work? #doingdh14

@nomimurphy @malgorzatar @Grrl_Herstorian Commons already trending among professionals. Does it carry outside the tower, though? #doingdh14
Kevin P. Murphy
@nomimurphy

@malgorzatar @DDMeringolo @Grrl_Herstorian those could really work! “Community” too limiting/problematic at present. #doingdh14
10:23 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

Richard Bond
@RichBondHist

#doingdh14 My overly long analysis practicing text mining on the JAH "Interchange" article:
richardebond.net/digital-histor…
11:24 PM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Kevin P. Murphy
@nomimurphy

fantastic history tour of crowdsourcing by @sleonchnm #doingdh14
10:15 AM - 13 Aug 2014
@malgorzatar @nomimurphy "Crowd" might slide into "mob," reflect anxieties of more traditional historians. Non-specific. #doingdh14

10:15 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@malgorzatar @nomimurphy Is it time to revisits _The Crowd in History_ (George Rude)? #DoingDH14

10:15 AM - 13 Aug 2014

#Crowdsourcing #DoingDH14 Who gets something out of it? Who does work and gets nothing or little?

10:11 AM - 13 Aug 2014
Community Sourcing or Nerd Sourcing less exploitative concepts; everyone gets something out of this; not exploitation of labor #doingdh14

This is the origin of the concept of crowd sourcing @sleonchnm archive.wired.com/wired/archive/… #doingdh14

"crowd" vs. "public" might be another interesting comparison to think through... #doingdh14
Defining "crowd-sourcing:" Wikipedia is co-creating of interpretive content; 9/11 Digital Archive is crowd-sourced collection #doingdh14

10:06 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Crowd/community sourcing is not shared authority, although there may be shared authority.

10:05 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Is there shared authority in crowdsourcing? @sleonchnm wants to know.

10:03 AM - 13 Aug 2014
Interested in #DoingDH14, you may want to search #doingdh14 because the tweet defaults are filling that category in.

10:01 AM - 13 Aug 2014

Apt observation by @DDMeringolo: graduate cohorts often develop distinct personalities. #doingdh14

10:01 AM - 13 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 @juliakbrock asks if the digital landscape allows for greater amounts of disruption or more sanitizing of public discourse.

9:58 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE
Remember there is no “general” public--there are specific publics.

What's the difference between a public, an audience, a community? How does this translate in the digital?

This is what civic engagement looks like at UMBC; includes (but not limited to) digital and public history.
From @nomimurphy: developing research questions collaboratively is critical to practicing "shared authority." #doingdh14
9:53 AM - 13 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 Issues of #DialogicMuseums #DialogicPublicHistory
9:53 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@dancohen @rbthisted Appreciate the RTs and engagement. #doingdh14 has really opened my eyes to new approaches to data.
9:53 AM - 13 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 @DDMeringolo Look to person or office of #CivicEngagement as a resource for connections to the community.

9:50 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

Kevin P. Murphy
@nomimurphy

Shared authority isn't just one thing; and historians aren't the only ones making the offer to share.
@sherah1918 #doingdh14

9:49 AM - 13 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 Who resists shared authority and why?

9:49 AM - 13 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 @avondaleav How is debate over shared authority intersecting attack on the profession?
9:47 AM - 13 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 Today we are discussing shared authority issues.
9:44 AM - 13 Aug 2014

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska @malgorzatar

thank you @nomimurphy: shared authority/public history needs to be about collaborating on the questions #doingdh14
9:43 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
#DoingDH14 Here is Jaime's resource: historyengine.richmond.edu

5 DAYS AGO

#DoingDH14: Here is article on Smithsonian transcription program: artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/08/12/smi...

9:17 AM - 13 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 The most basic information mining is done using our eyes. Any additional tools simply augment that process.

9:17 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 3 FAVORITES
@malgorzatar I was just thinking that I've emphasized something slightly different every day, depending on guest lecturer. #doingdh14

9:11 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@malgorzatar going around introducing ourselves, i once heard someone call this a "periodic exercise of self reinvention" #doingdh14

9:10 AM - 13 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 from the archives, for your consideration on "old" technology: themodernword.com/eco/eco_mac_vs...

8:56 AM - 13 Aug 2014
#doingdh14  MT @HistoriErin: Tis the season to move content around. | How To Archive WP Posts and Pages ht.ly/Ahehy
8:49 AM - 13 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

Finally posted my homework for #doingdh14 at nancybeckyoung.net. I haven’t figured out how to do what I want to do so not flashy.
7:55 AM - 13 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES

As predicted, all other productivity has grinned to a halt in the face of #doingdh14. I’ll catch up soon, I promise. Before the next one....
7:47 AM - 13 Aug 2014
Looking forward to joining the #doingdh14 workshop today and tomorrow.
7:32 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@HistoryCounts oh, haven't had coffee. What I meant yest is a hand-copied replica of a doc you couldn't photocopy or scan. #doingdh14
7:23 AM - 13 Aug 2014

@HistoryCounts we will talk about this today.
#doingdh14
7:21 AM - 13 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 RT @cliotropic: @HistoryCounts @sherah1918 look into @ScriptoTool for one possibility.  
11:46 PM - 12 Aug 2014

@sherah1918 Transcription means what exactly? What can I do with images from Camscanner like letters in cursive or typescript? #doingdh14  
11:37 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Phew! Blog homework done for #doingdh14. Maybe I will actually get close to 8 hours of sleep tonight. #tryingtokeepup  
11:30 PM - 12 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 My overly long analysis practicing text mining on the JAH "Interchange" article: richardebond.net/digital-histor…
11:24 PM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Humbled by the company! MT @malgorzatar which CMS is right for you? looking at @omeka , @anvcscalar, @WordPress #doingdh14
10:20 PM - 12 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

@JenServenti looking forward to your visit to #doingdh14!
10:13 PM - 12 Aug 2014
Looking forward to visiting the NEH-funded Doing Digital History institute at George Mason U tomorrow. Fab twitterstream so far. #doingdh14

9:57 PM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 4 FAVORITES

Random yet some appropriate sighting. #doingdh14

8:55 PM - 12 Aug 2014
Try the Topic Modeling Tool linked here miriamposner.com/blog/very-basi... .... Let @miriamkp walk you through it. #doingdh14
3:50 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Figured out (with patient help from @magpie and @celeste_sharpe) technology of Topic Modeling Tool, not yet sold on usefulness. #doingdh14
3:44 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Learned from @magpie's article that @PaperMachines allows you to apply topic modeling to your @zotero library. #doingdh14 Neat.
3:25 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Julia Brock
@juliakbrock
Everyone has some type of txt files from their research. Think about the transcription of docs you've taken from an archive. #doingdh14

@miriamkp offers very basic strategies for topic modeling and interpreting. miriamposner.com/blog/very-basi… #doingdh14

@DDMeringolo Bravo @magpie!! #doingdh14
Fab intro's to topic modeling from @magpie, journalofdigitalhumanities.org/2-1/topic-mode… & @miriamkp miriamaposner.com/blog/very-basi… #doingdh14
3:11 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918

Follow

3 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE

This is an excellent point of entry if you want basics of topic modeling; good links, too journalofdigitalhumanities.org/2-1/topic-mode… #doingdh14 @magpie
3:09 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Follow

1 FAVORITE

Topic Modeling Downton Abbey is also another way to look at this process, prochronism.com/2012/04/making… #doingdh14
3:06 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918

Follow

4 FAVORITES
#doingdh14 Visiting @miriamkp's blog to learn about topic modelling. miriamposner.com/blog/very-basi... 3:06 PM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET

Overviewproject.org identifies common threads, categories, themes in docs. Enables you to sort research more efficiently. #doingdh14 3:01 PM - 12 Aug 2014

If Firefox bookmarks are any indication, I am good at creating organizational structure, but not good at adjusting as necessary #doingdh14 2:48 PM - 12 Aug 2014
MT @robertssw87: #doingdh14 helpful tips about spreadsheets. Also for #doingdah14 (GMU edition and others interested)

history2014.doingdh.org/historians-spr…

2:44 PM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Steph Grimes
@Steph_Grimes

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts

A group of us are going to happy hour at @buzzbakery after class. Coffee, wine, and long tables to work at. #doingdh14

2:37 PM - 12 Aug 2014

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska
@malgorzatar

@robertssw87 thanks this is very helpful! #doingdh14

2:31 PM - 12 Aug 2014
For those at #doingdh14, here's a helpful reminder.
For others, some helpful tips about spreadsheets.
history2014.doingdh.org/historians-spr…
2:29 PM - 12 Aug 2014
6 RETWEETS 8 FAVORITES

@Grrl_Herstorian @sherah1918 They've been moved down to reference. #doingdh14
2:19 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Difference between Voyant and Bookworm is access to metadata --Voyant is text only; Bookworm accesses (requires) metadata #doingdh14
2:16 PM - 12 Aug 2014
Looks like the storm is moving out and cool weather is here! wunderground.com/cgi-bin/findwe… #doingdh14
2:09 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Voyant used to be Voyeur. Bad idea. Do NOT google "voyeur tools" or "voyeur help." #doingdh14
2:08 PM - 12 Aug 2014
1 RETWEET 2 FAVORITES

voyant-tools.org Useful for quick text mining of documents you upload. Seems flexible in terms of document type. #doingdh14
2:02 PM - 12 Aug 2014
GP LeBourdais
@glebourd

#doingdh14 @Middlebury Day 9 - Using @tableau public to explore open collection data from the @Tate tate.org.uk/about/our-work...

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

bookworm.culturomics.org/docs.php#field...
Excellent documentation if you want to devise your own text mining projects using bookworm.
#doingdh14
1:47 PM - 12 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

@sleonchnm @sherah1918 Appreciate your cutting today's reading for #DoingDH14. Are links for cut pieces under reference? Or totally omitted?
1:48 PM - 12 Aug 2014
Excellent documentation if you want to devise your own text mining projects using bookworm.

#doingdh14

1:47 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Using N-gram and bookworm to search terms in my book. "southern problem" "Southern problem" "negro problem" "Negro problem" #doingdh14

1:20 PM - 12 Aug 2014

We’re tuning in to #doingdh14 at @chnm this week, watching as historians learn about digital methods!

history2014.doingdh.org

1:09 PM - 12 Aug 2014
@HistoryCounts @fredgibbs I don't think it is a "bad" thing; I was interested in @fredgibbs perspective, decision to go digital #doingdh14
1:04 PM - 12 Aug 2014

Apps now open for DH Bridge, a 1 day workshop on computational thinking in the humanities!
dhbridge.org #doingdh14 #doingdah14
12:30 PM - 12 Aug 2014
14 RETWEETS 2 FAVORITES

Search ngram using terms you think you know;
@sleonchnm: changing relationship "sexual morality" "peace and justice" 1930-2000 #doingdh14
12:02 PM - 12 Aug 2014
Can’t be at #doingdh14, but I’ve enjoyed following tweets by attendees and organizers like @DDMeringolo @sherah1918 @magpie @Grrl_Herstorian

11:59 AM - 12 Aug 2014

useful tool for getting a broad sense of how and when specific words appear in the corpus of google books
books.google.com/ngrams/ #doingdh14

11:49 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Jonathan Rees
@jhrees
My favorite Google Ngram (for obvious reasons): Refrigerator vs. Icebox #RefrigerationNation #doingdh14
11:44 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts
@DDMeringolo @fredgibbs Why is tactile interest necessarily a bad thing? Using words "romantic" and "nostalgia" feels dismissive. #doingdh14
11:35 AM - 12 Aug 2014
public usefulness of text mining: social justice collectives can see words change over time, understand stakes--@nomimurphy #doingdh14
11:33 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Foregrounding techniques/process is also something we do as public historians and also tends to separate us from traditionalists. #doingdh14
11:18 AM - 12 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 What kind of institutions will be at an advantage (and how will that affect students & scholars at other places)?
11:26 AM - 12 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 What kinds of sources does DH privilege?
11:25 AM - 12 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian

Foregrounding techniques/process is also something we do as public historians and also tends to separate us from traditionalists. #doingdh14
11:18 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo

@DDMeringolo @fredgibbs makes me wonder about the form that archive fever takes for digital historians, if it takes form at all.#doingdh14
11:18 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Kevin P. Murphy @nomimurphy
Describes himself as an engineer at heart, craving efficiency. He wanted data, not romance with the real thing.

I'm more of an ambrosia nailer. #doingdh14

I always thought History was divided into lumpers vs. splitters.
#DoingDH14 History is divided into bean-counters vs. jello nailers. @jhrees
11:08 AM - 12 Aug 2014

"bean counter" I know. But what is a “Jello nailer”?
#doingdh14
11:06 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Data mining to improve teaching RT @chronicle: Can universities use data to fix what ails the lecture?
chroni.cl/1pLcyHW #doingdh14
11:06 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Creativity. Stitch together different pieces. Mother of all Funk. @fredgibbs says “future of history!”
youtube.com/watch?v=tprMEs… #doingdh14
10:56 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Sheila Brennan @sherah1918

@ReclaimHosting, thanks folks! @richbondhist #doingdh14
10:54 AM - 12 Aug 2014
1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo

Learning basics of a scripting language, command line tools no harder than learning other historical research tools. @fredgibbs #doingdh14
10:51 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Reclaim Hosting @ReclaimHosting

@richbondhist Let us know if you need anything else! And enjoy #doingdh14
10:51 AM - 12 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE
We do the analysis: @fredgibbs Text mining helps us, but doesn’t eliminate the reading. (We actually do more reading.) #doingdh14
10:50 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Text mining does not do historical analysis for you; it is an entry point, a way of helping you think about evidence --@fredgibbs #doingdh14
10:50 AM - 12 Aug 2014

@ReclaimHosting Thanks! Working. At #doingdh14, so it is shared right now, though next week I will return to my home institution.
10:50 AM - 12 Aug 2014
@fredgibbs "Text mining is not meant to be a substitute for reading" and the computer doesn't do "historical analysis for you." #doingdh14
10:49 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts

Text mining is not necessarily about big data; you can text mine a handful of docs you don't know well. Could be starting point. #doingdh14
10:49 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Text mining is NOT a substitute for reading --@fredgibbs (doubt the twitterverse thinks otherwise, but just in case). #doingdh14
10:48 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Want to work within scholarly norms and mechanisms, or want to push the envelope? Develop your own digital values -@fredgibbs #doingdh14

10:23 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo

If ALL sources eventually become digital will historical profession attract people with very different sensibility than before? #doingdh14

10:40 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring @HistoryCounts

Yes! Use right tool for job. RT @HistorianOnFire:  Good point @Grrl_Herstorian. Resist the analog/digital binary! #doingdh14

10:28 AM - 12 Aug 2014

David McKenzie @dpmckenzie
I'm open to mining but uncomfortable with phrase "normalized clean data." No *tactile* feel of physical archives is sad future. #doingdh14

10:28 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts

Good point @Grrl_Herstorian. Resist the analog/digital binary! #doingdh14

10:27 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

@HistorianOnFire #DoingDH14 But can we use text mining to flag things to look for when we physically/closely engage texts. Is it either/or?

10:25 AM - 12 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian
Creating different kinds of collections to do our work--csv files, scripts, that let us ask different questions. #doingdh14

10:19 AM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Baby steps. Adopting small changes in your process eventually add up to a big change in perspective and approach. #doingdh14 @fredgibbs

10:18 AM - 12 Aug 2014

2 RETWEETS

perhaps the biggest takeaway of #doingdh14 (and the biggest challenge?) "keep organized!"

10:16 AM - 12 Aug 2014

2 RETWEETS 2 FAVORITES
Organizing & remembering where you were: always key when you get to your research sporadically!

#doingdh14

10:16 AM - 12 Aug 2014

perhaps the biggest takeaway of #doingdh14 (and the biggest challenge?) "keep organized!"

10:16 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Take notes! (Comment your code!) Write down what you’re doing so you (or someone else) can figure out what you were thinking #doingdh14

10:15 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Many ways to do text mining; visualization, graphing, re-creating text, finding phrases. Requires organization and creativity. #doingdh14

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Not historians only @avondaleav but for digital humanists yes -- see course #8: dhsi.org/courses.php #doingdh14

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

Philosophically, one thing I am learning about myself in #doingdh14 is the sharply limited way I can claim to be "literate."

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo
@avondaleav #doingDH14 This might be a good time to partner with a liberal-arts-oriented computer or tech person.

9:56 AM - 12 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

From @fredgibbs: The best tool for text mining is writing (simple) programs. #doingdh14

9:55 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

#doingdh14 Back to the issue of coding. Where and how to learn? Is there a coding class for digital historians, I wonder.

9:55 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Caroline Merithew
@avondaleav
Finding that I (personally) can grasp concept of text mining, but having trouble reading and translating text visualizations #doingdh14

9:53 AM - 12 Aug 2014

@fredgibbs extremely useful primer on how to get started on text mining. fredgibbs.net/courses/etc/ge… #doingdh14

9:52 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Text mining visualizations help identify questions that are illegible when reading texts one at a time. #doingdh14 @fredgibbs @HistoryCounts

9:51 AM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET
No wonder I'm uncomfortable with text mining; it's all about normalizing data. #doingdh14

9:47 AM - 12 Aug 2014

@fredgibbs: We shouldn't view getting text in workable format as “preparatory” work to what we do as historians. It is history. #doingdh14

9:46 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Most of text mining is to get your data into tidy form; we should see that as integral to our work in humanities #doingdh14 @fredgibbs

9:43 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Caroline Merithew @avondaleav

#doingdh14 "very simple tools" -- lots of digital historians think.

9:41 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Julie Davis @HistorianOnFire

May be of interest to some at #doingdh14: Data & Society Research Institute in NYC is hiring research assistants datasociety.net/jobs/2014/08/r…

9:38 AM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Caroline Merithew @avondaleav

#doingdh14 "'distant reading' is the new hotness"--quote of the day. tedunderwood.com. Lessons of good things return.

9:32 AM - 12 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE
#doingdh14 with @fredgibbs on Old Bailey Records. For recent NPR piece on this research, check out npr.org/2014/07/13/331...

Historians Mine 400 Years Of Crime Data At The Old Bailey
Analyzing records from London’s oldest criminal court reveals how Western society has viewed violent crime over time. Science writer Jennifer Ouellette discusses the findings with NPR’s Arun Rath.

#DoingDH14  What happens when you go forward thinking of "text" as "data".

Normalized data = tidy data #doingdh14
How might text mining help us approach a new project rather than just organize what we already have? Not only an add-on. #doingdh14

9:25 AM - 12 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 Resist the binaries of digital and traditional humanities says @fredgibbs

9:25 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Welcome back @fredgibbs! Fred is here to introduce our cohort to text mining. #doingdh14

9:23 AM - 12 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Denise D. Meringolo  
@DDMeringolo

No matter how many times we go around the room, I can't remember where everyone is from and what they work on. #doingdh14 #nametagsrule

9:19 AM - 12 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson  
@Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 Our guest is @fredgibbs on textmining.

9:14 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring  
@HistoryCounts

The nerd in me is very excited to learn text mining and topic modeling today. #doingdh14

9:03 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Megan Brett
@magpie

A StoryMap in the wild #doingdh14 RT
@HistoryToday: The Napoleonic era: an interactive
guide bit.ly/1uFwrlu
8:53 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

From @lincolnmullen: When creating digital maps,
share your data! Others might find it useful.
#doingdh14
10:21 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Caroline Merithew
@avondaleav

#doingdh14 Plugin exercise -- RTFM a few times and,
have "Extraction Results" but Omeka doesn't show
plugin. Hm......
7:55 AM - 12 Aug 2014
#DoingDH14 This resource looks helpful programminghistorian.org A piece be @robertssw87 is included.
7:34 AM - 12 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 But can you lunarectify? explore.noodle.com/post/944502200...
7:06 AM - 12 Aug 2014

@ReclaimHosting storymap is great, we've been showing folks how to use it at #doingdh14
12:39 AM - 12 Aug 2014
Keep telling myself that digital history is just like learning a foreign language from scratch. #doingdh14
12:17 AM - 12 Aug 2014
2 favorites

Feeling humbled by word press & basic word cloud tools. 90 minutes of fiddling to successfully post a word cloud with text. Gah! #doingdh14
12:15 AM - 12 Aug 2014

Getting a bit ahead of the #doingdh14 schedule, but here's a crowdsourcing project for students: runawayslaves.usm.edu/call-for-volun...
11:47 PM - 11 Aug 2014
Pro vs. consumer tools: pro has longer investment of time and learning, but in the end it gives you more choices and power. #doingdh14
11:52 AM - 11 Aug 2014

@HistorianOnFire seeks new narratives in search of other kinds of "truths." DH will help! Cute pic too! #doingdh14 uminnpressblog.com/2013/08/tellin...
1:03 AM - 10 Aug 2014

A list of digital research tools to use. "Plant seeds, grow ideas."
digitalresearchtools.pbworks.com/w/page/1780167.... WOW. Overwhelming. #doingdh14
10:15 PM - 11 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 Thanks to @celeste_sharpe for helping me begin to think about Scalar and Hawaiian history: richardebond.net/digital-hawaii....
10:06 PM - 11 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

Q to #twitterstorians and #doingdh14: Best way to link to a .pdf I own in a Wordpress post (as citation for a quotation)?
9:46 PM - 11 Aug 2014

From @lincolnmullen: "deep mapping" = putting as much human experience on a map as possible.
#doingdh14
10:19 AM - 11 Aug 2014

3 RETWEETS  3 FAVORITES
"Nothing is where you think it is." Ending our day of #doingdh14 mapping with classic West Wing.

Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918

4:08 PM - 11 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

thanks for everything @lincolnmullen! super energizing session today #doingdh14

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska
@malgorzatar

4:05 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Cheers to all who successfully RTFM when installing the geolocation plugin for Omeka! Now I need a cocktail. #doingdh14

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts

3:49 PM - 11 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES
Key takeaway: Whenever you put up digital project it needs framing text. Be explicit if you want it to be considered scholarship. #doingdh14
11:47 AM - 11 Aug 2014

4 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE

Loved @lincolnmullen; Super frustrated with georectifying. These two things are unrelated! #doingdh14
3:24 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Thanks for your work and support today @lincolnmullen! #doingdh14
3:22 PM - 11 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Ellen Litwicki
@ELitwicki

#doingdh14 I have rectified!
warp.worldmap.harvard.edu/maps/3362#Rect...

3:21 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts

Successful "georectification" of a piece of Boston!
#doingdh14

3:19 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Julia Brock
@juliakbrock

Not bad for first try rectify? #doingdh14
warp.worldmap.harvard.edu/maps/3366#Prev… (from @mapwarper)

3:15 PM - 11 Aug 2014
Collectively mapping Boston with "Georectification." What a mouthful. #doingdh14
2:58 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Today's work on mapping also builds on @lmrhody's great instruction last week on building effective visualizations. #doingdh14
2:43 PM - 11 Aug 2014

now i have a better idea how to make a spatial visualization but still not sure i know how to *read* one #doingdh14
2:42 PM - 11 Aug 2014
Yet another key take away for today's walk though geocoding and google fusion tables. RTFM.
#doingdh14

2:31 PM - 11 Aug 2014

@lincolnmullen is very good at walking our group through how joins & merges work in Fusion tables.
#doingdh14

2:11 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Google fusion tables are both smart and forgiving. Sounds like the perfect match for us sensitive and critical historian types. #doingdh14

1:48 PM - 11 Aug 2014
Denise D. Meringolo  
@DDMeringolo  
Good news! Mullen says we can compromise our tidy data principles for google fusion tables. #doingdh14  
1:41 PM - 11 Aug 2014  
1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Patrick Murray-John  
@patrick_mj  
@DDMeringolo Interestingly, at #c4ldc we talking abt the pains librarians have with Excel. #doingdh14  
Resistance to GDocs also a problem  
1:38 PM - 11 Aug 2014  
1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Kevin P. Murphy  
@nomimurphy  
Google fusiontables allow you to convert datasets into maps! #doingdh14  
1:37 PM - 11 Aug 2014  
1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE
Lincoln Mullen advises that google docs spreadsheet function sometimes works better than excell for DH data sets. #doingdh14

1:29 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

#doingdh14 If you run into trouble, give a wave so we know you’re stuck.

1:29 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Megan Brett
@magpie

@monicalmercado glad you're finding #doingdh14 useful.

1:06 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan
@sherah1918
Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Most used word during #doingdh14? "Fiddley"
1:06 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Richard Bond
@RichBondHist

"Don't worry - you probably will not be melting your computers." Has Lincoln raised a challenge?
@lincolnjmullen #doingdh14
12:01 PM - 11 Aug 2014

Jaime A Martinez
@jam6ah

#doingdh14 In case you hadn't noticed, computers are frustrating. But you probably won't melt it permanently.
11:59 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Q: Is digital history inclined to push us toward becoming social historians? Place for cultural/intellectual history is? #doingdh14
11:57 AM - 11 Aug 2014
1 RETWEET

Field Q: what are differences btwn spatially-minded historical work & the work of historical geographers? Overlap? Frenemies? #doingdh14
11:52 AM - 11 Aug 2014
1 RETWEET 2 FAVORITES

Prisons skew maps @nomimurphy: @lincolnmullen's work shows how you can see carceral state on a map that focuses on sex ratios. #doingdh14
11:50 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Digital projects: the analytical pay-off, an evidentiary access point, both, more, none of the above? 
#doingdh14

11:49 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Mullen: For digital map to be seen as scholarly include historiography, methods, argument, stories. All relative to audience. #doingdh14

11:49 AM - 11 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 2 FAVORITES

Key takeaway: Whenever you put up digital project it needs framing text. Be explicit if you want it to be considered scholarship. #doingdh14

11:47 AM - 11 Aug 2014

4 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE
@lincolnmullen's work shows how you can see carceral state on a map that focuses on sex ratios. #doingdh14
11:40 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Kevin P. Murphy
@nomimurphy

wow storymap already has some impressive partners: storymap.knightlab.com/index.html#exa… #doingdh14
10:59 AM - 11 Aug 2014

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska
@malgorzatar

storymap.knightlab.com Still in alpha stage of development, so it's kind of quirky and breaks, but cool that they opened to use #doingdh14
10:50 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo
Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo

storymap.knightlab.com  There are embed options so you can put in WordPress site, etc #doingdh14
10:48 AM - 11 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE

David Rotenstein @iVernacular

@robpegoraro You should check out the cool intersection of history & technology here #doingdh14
10:44 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo @DDMeringolo

storymap.knightlab.com  You have the ability to integrate links to other sites/sources alongside your narrative #doingdh14
10:43 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

storymap.knightlab.com  Designed to tell linear story. Can select points on the map, but you will be reading out of order. #doingdh14

10:42 AM - 11 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14 @robertssw87 talking about representative/illustrative maps

10:40 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Sharon Leon
@sleonchnm

@DDMeringolo @lincolnmullen Well, we'll look at the programming language, but we'll likely not actually play with it. #doingdh14

10:39 AM - 11 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
storymap.knightlab.com  Better at representing a narrative than at analyzing it. Seems useful for student learning. #doingdh14

@HistoryCounts @lincolnmullen "It's mine" is one angle. "My data isn't pretty enough to share" is another.  #doingdh14

Speaking of great digital history resources, I'll be reading through the whole #doingdh14 schedule: history2014.doingdh.org/schedule/week-… (via @sherah1918)
@lincolnmullen: share data when creating maps. I bet many historians would resist sharing their research. Idea of "it's mine." #doingdh14
10:35 AM - 11 Aug 2014

From @lincolnmullen: GIS created to analyze/visualize *current* locations. Extra steps to map historical locations. #doingdh14
10:25 AM - 11 Aug 2014
1 FAVORITE

From @lincolnmullen: When creating digital maps, share your data! Others might find it useful. #doingdh14
10:21 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Speaking of great digital history resources, I’ll be reading through the whole #doingdh14 schedule: history2014.doingdh.org/schedule/week-… (via @sherah1918)

10:24 AM - 11 Aug 2014  Bryn Mawr, PA, United States

Monica L. Mercado
@monicalmercado

Word. RT @HistorianOnFire: From @lincolnmullen: "advanced googling" as a method for learning to use digital history tools. #doingdh14

10:21 AM - 11 Aug 2014  Bryn Mawr, PA, United States

Monica L. Mercado
@monicalmercado

Vast majority of your time is spent gathering, organizing data. Must less time is spend fiddling with knobs --Lincoln Mullen. #doingdh14

10:20 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo
80% of time spent gathering data; 20% is spent doing analysis (98% and 2%)--
@lincolnmullen
#DoingDH14
10:20 AM - 11 Aug 2014

From @lincolnmullen: "deep mapping" = putting as much human experience on a map as possible.
#doingdh14
10:19 AM - 11 Aug 2014

@robertssw87 I'm proud of getting a PhD without ever taking a math class! #doingdh14
10:16 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Really glad I have good GIS folk at my school, this stuff is cool but makes my head swim #doingdh14
10:15 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Need caffeine. Not want. Need. #doingdh14
10:11 AM - 11 Aug 2014

trying to find shapefiles: is "mapcruzin.com" a reputable website? might need remedial advanced googling training... #doingdh14
10:10 AM - 11 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 But I should also note that I don't intend to learn vector graphics math either. #canmath #notgonnamath

10:09 AM - 11 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES

@HistorianOnFire It's kind of amazing how many digital historians seem to have taught themselves this stuff that way. #doingdh14

10:06 AM - 11 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES

#doingdh14 Come on, folks! Math isn't THAT bad! #historianscanmathtoo

10:06 AM - 11 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 2 FAVORITES
From @lincolnmullen: "advanced googling" as a method for learning to use digital history tools. 
#doingdh14
10:01 AM - 11 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 Groundbreaking research maps cultural history hnn.us/article/156618… via @sharethis
9:58 AM - 11 Aug 2014

For some reason @sleonchnm laughed when @lincolnmullen said we might look at programming language later today! #doingdh14
9:55 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Place/space are contingent - they may look physically different from today. Don't past people know about tidy data? #doingdh14

9:52 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Warning: All GIS is oriented toward today (not spaces of the past)--@lincolnmullen #doingdh14

9:51 AM - 11 Aug 2014

1 RETWEET 1 FAVORITE

Geocoding is only as good as the databases of places that underlie it. Regardless of tool, generally rely on commercial mapping #doingdh14

9:50 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Mullen made me think about this project: cityofmemory.org/map/index.php #doingdh14
9:49 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Mullen says "place" is the "ideal form;" "space" is human meaning-making. Place makers might flip: placepartners.com.au/blog/space-vs-... ...
#doingdh14
9:46 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Caroline Merithew
@avondaleav

#doingdh14 geography like gender -- good point! Best thing I've read (old but good) Doreen Massey, Space, Place, and Gender
9:45 AM - 11 Aug 2014
@lincolnmullen: "place" is the "ideal form," "space" is human meaning-making. Place makers might flip: placepartners.com.au/blog/space-vs-… #doingdh14
9:45 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

@lincolnmullen: space is human meaning in places; are 'place' theorists are using the terms in the opposite way? @PNicoleking #doingdh14
9:42 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

Good morning Olga! We're excited to join you for Week Two of #doingdh14. history2014.doingdh.org/schedule/week-…
9:41 AM - 11 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
ha so true! "17th c. historians dream of a letter being found, 20 c. historians dream of archives burning down" -@lincolnmullen doingdh14

9:40 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Space can be a common denominator in bringing disparate sources together. Not correlation or causation, but visual connection doingdh14

9:39 AM - 11 Aug 2014

#DoingDH14 DIACHRONIC: of, relating to, or dealing with phenomena (as of language or culture) as they occur or change over a period of time

9:36 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Lincoln's slides and some sample data are available on the schedule. #doingdh14
history2014.doingdh.org/schedule/week-
9:33 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan @sherah1918

Week 2 of #doingdh14 begins! @lincolnmullen is leading today's session spatial history & mapping.
9:32 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Sheila Brennan @sherah1918

#DoingDH14:

"Events take place." e.g. there is space/place/region involved in history.
9:30 AM - 11 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian
Still confronting what a challenge it is for me personally to think about history in terms of quantitative data. #doingdh14

9:26 AM - 11 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 @lincolnmullen makes a great point: we're not so much in a spatial turn, as a spatial Return

9:25 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Most of us trained after the linguistic turn in history; we are seeing a return to quantitative/social science. #doingdh14

9:24 AM - 11 Aug 2014
Mapping the Nation: History and Cartography in Nineteenth-Century...

In the nineteenth century, Americans began to use maps in radically new ways. For the first time, medical men mapped diseases to understand and prevent epidemics, n... Reply w/ #AmazonCart to add this
Word to the wise: Don't get trapped in a data structure, you can't change (as the project evolves).

#DoingDH14

9:11 AM - 11 Aug 2014

Where You Are: Cartography as Wayfinding for the Soul | Brain Pickings
brainpickings.org/index.php/2013... via @brainpicker
#DoingDH14 MORE maps

8:01 AM - 11 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 Get out and see supermoon.

10:18 PM - 10 Aug 2014

1 FAVORITE
Ellen Litwicki
@ELitwicki

#doingdh14 Watch my video on @animoto called "Copy of Galapagos Idyll"
animoto.com/s/2J1rSlh5al4I… Not as good as Joy's though!
9:23 PM - 10 Aug 2014

NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian

#DoingDH14. The hotel restaurant may be closed for breakfast. They will make something for us in the bar. You may want to allow extra time.
9:00 PM - 10 Aug 2014
Those interested in spatial representation/practice/imaginings might enjoy the work of Geoff Manaugh in his @bldgblog. #doingdh14

8:18 PM - 10 Aug 2014

2 FAVORITES

@barbinlevy Sure I will join you for dinner. Still in the lobby? #doingdh14

6:10 PM - 10 Aug 2014

#doingdh14 anyone interested in joining Richard and me for dinner, let us know ASAP. We're in lobby

6:07 PM - 10 Aug 2014
I'm not convinced that Beveridge's use of GIS on segregation patterns in Chicago told me anything new historiographically. #doingdh14

5:49 PM - 10 Aug 2014

Can't seem to eat as healthy as I would like at #doingdh14. Might as well embrace it. Yet better than 5 fried foods at Faulkner conference.

5:21 PM - 10 Aug 2014
To get a deeper sense of what Ann Kelly Knowles did with GIS, Robert E Lee, and Gettysburg read smithsonianmag.com/history/lookin… #doingdh14

4:45 PM - 10 Aug 2014

Looking at the Battle of Gettysburg Through Robert E. Lee’s Eyes

Anne Kelly Knowles, the winner of Smithsonian American Ingenuity Awards, uses GIS technology to change our view of history

Smithsonian Magazine @SmithsonianMag

2 RETWEETS 1 FAVORITE
#doingdh14 Spatial History's History: The Story Behind the Ancient Map That Invented Red and Blue States

The country was just as polarized 125 years ago—except the colors were upside down.

@joyhistorian I'm interested in your churchscape project for #doingdh14. I hope we can talk tmrw. Similar project: omeka.lts.brandeis.edu/neatline/show/…

4:58 PM - 10 Aug 2014

4:23 PM - 10 Aug 2014
#doingdh14 Watch my video on @animoto called "HH2014promo" animoto.com/s/STp0vx7JAzPG... (imovie and narration will take more time . . . .)

3:44 PM - 10 Aug 2014

Joy K. Lintelman
@joyhistorian

Animoto @Animoto

2 FAVORITES

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

Get ready @SmithsonianNMAI -- here I come! #doingdh14

8 DAYS AGO

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

Enjoyed WordPressing alongside @HistoryCounts at @buzzbakery today. Digital history's always better with a friend (and coffee) #doingdh14

8 DAYS AGO
Natalie Ring @HistoryCounts

Question: Can you create use Voyant to create visualizations of the entire text of a copyrighted novel? Is it fair use? #doingdh14

Sheila Brennan @sherah1918

If you forgot the password for the scanned chapter for #doingdh14, you will find it in the last email we sent before the institute began.

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska @malgorzatar

an embarrassing question for #doingdh14 could someone direct-message me the password to the spatial humanities readings?

MJ Rymsza-Pawlowska @malgorzatar

Richard White: "GIS often ends up emphasizing not the constructed-ness of space but rather its given-ness" v. wdoingdh14 #doingdh14

NancyMarieRobertson @Grrl_Herstorian

Apropos of #doingdh14 readings; listen to "On Exactitude in Science" by Jorge Luis Borges w/ leads to othetheguardian.com/books/audio/20 ...AaLXta6w3n

8 DAYS AGO
Sharon Leon @sleonchnm

"How We Read" from Jason Santa alistapartalow.ly/AakCr
oWdoingdh14#doingdh14

Jaime A Martinez @jam6ah

@barbinlevy unsure about twitter? #doingdh14 11 Famous Statements Totally Ruined By Hashtags buzzfeed.com/javiermoreno/1... via @Javi386 @BuzzFeed

Copy of Augustus Saint-Gaudens’ memorial to Henry Adams’ wife in Smithsonian American Artdoingdh14#pic.twitter.com/o9TOTI0dw8o9TOTI0dw8

JONATHAN REES @JHREES      @RonMexico      8 DAYS AGO
Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo

Lying with Maps, redux youtube.com/watch?v=n8zBC2... #doingdh14

8 DAYS AGO

Julie Davis
@HistorianOnFire

Thanks @HistoryCounts! The search for new ways of telling "true" stories has led me to DH. So many powerful possibdoingdh14#doingdh14

8 DAYS AGO

Coming 2015: The National Museum of African American History and Culture
#Smithsonian #doingdh14 pic.twitter.com/WYgHkNnWVY

JONATHAN REES @JHREES @HistoryCounts · · 8 DAYS AGO
"We are not announcing the end of history as you know it or the extinction of the text or the narrative." Richard Wright

@HistorianOnFire seeks new narratives in search of other kinds of "truths." DH will help! Cute doingdh14#uminpressblog.com/2013/08/tellin...T1SozxpQU

#doingdh14 Limnologist = "one who studies inland waters." Maybe you knew that. If not, you'll thank me when you get to page 132.

#doingdh14 #unusualmonumentsinDC check out the griffins (and history of building): dcmemorials.com/index_indivoo...
NancyMarieRobertson
@Grrl_Herstorian
On break from #doingdh14--walking & checking out DC memorials: WWII (↓↓); MLK (thinking abt it); Grant (intriguing). & #fitbit26,000+ steps #fitbit

Natalie Ring
@HistoryCounts
I'm thinking of going to a movie late this afternoon if anyone is interested in accompanying doingdh14

Sharon Leon
@sleonchnm
#doingdh14 RT @DDMeringolo: Data and Research. Also, squirrels. denisemeringolo.org/teaching-and-l...

Denise D. Meringolo
@DDMeringolo
@nomimurphy Lunch one day early next week, before my brain fries and I'm incapable of conversation? Warning: It may be too ladoingdh14

Julia Brock
@juliakbrock
Tentative plans to visit @MountVernon with @nancybeckyoung on Sunday if anyone is interested in joining. #doingdh14
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